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Özlem Ayse Özgür 
 

ART AS A RECIPROCAL RELATIONSHIP 

In this essay I will be exploring one possible way of defining art and that will be 

through a theory I call the reciprocal relationship theory of art. I came up with this theory 

while I was criticizing R. G. Collingwood’s theory of art and Benjamin’s theory of art. 

Using this reciprocal relationship theory, I respond to both Collingwood’s claim that the 

viewer is incidental in art, the problem I saw in Collingwood’s theory was that it was very 

much oriented around self reflection and self acknowledgement and put the 

communication in the back burner of art making, which did not give the whole picture of 

contemporary art. I claim that artist goes through a self-exploration because she wants to 

communicate with people. The artist goes through this exploration because she wants to 

display the existence of her spirit in the appearance of an art-work .She aims for the 

meaning of her self to be part of every self that experiences her art work. That is how her 

self can reach its universality and be shared by millions of viewers who are willing to see 

the world through her perspective.  Benjamin claims that the author of an artwork is 

incidental, I argue, on the other hand, that it is the reciprocal relationship between the artist’s-

self and the art-work during the process of creation that has the authenticity in it. This 

reflective stage is always there whether the art-object is mechanically reproduced later on 

or not. It is this first stage of embodying the idea and emotion in an art-object that never 

existed before gives authenticity to the art-object and make it the special thing that it is. It 

is the union of a self with matter, which helps the artist to project herself into the future, 

and makes the art-object what it is. This special relationship between the artist and the 

object never gets lost because it always exists in the process of the creation of an art-object. So, even 

if the art object is mass produced, which means it is produced by anyone mass producing 



it, it still keeps its authenticity which is embedded in the first relationship of the reciprocal 

theory therefore the author is not dead, and the art object is still authentic.  

Let me give you the full story of what Collingwood’s theory is all about: 

 R.G. Collingwood has two distinct claims: 1- an artwork is purely an imaginary 

object; it exists only and truly in the artist’s mind. 2- an artwork is an expression of the 

artist’s emotion.1 First of all, an artwork is an imaginary object, and it is not identical with 

any of its physical manifestations. The physical manifestation of the artwork is the means 

the artist employs to get others to experience the work. Consider (a)-A musical tune exists 

in a musician’s head. (b)-The artist arranges for the tune to be played in front of an 

audience. According to Collingwood,  (a) is the artwork. Music does not consist of heard 

noises; painting does not consist of seen colors. Art-works do not consist of a “form” 

understood as a pattern or a system of relations between some noises or some colors. 

Collingwood argues that formalistic theories of art have no relation to art-proper. Art-

proper is not something heard or seen but something imagined.2 According to 

Collingwood, artists are aware of an emotion affecting them, and they give form to it 

through the works they create. “The difference between my expression of anger by 

swearing and the artist’s expression of anger by painting a picture is that the artist 

explores the particularity of her emotion, taking great pains to understand it as the 

specific instant it is – for example what makes this anger the very specific case of anger it 

is.  But why does the artist do that? Why does she go through this painful process of self-

exploration? Collingwood says because the artist is simply a person who is more 

                                                
1 R.G. Collingwood,” Art As expression” in Wartenberg, The Nature of Art p.125 
2 ibid. P.134-35. 



interested than most in deciphering her emotions”.3 That’s why. So for Collingwood, 

artistic creation is essentially a process of self- acknowledgement. Therefore, 

communication is incidental to the being of the artwork.   

But if you ask me why does the artist go through this thing we call self-exploration 

my answer is different from Collingwood’s answer. I say that artist goes through a self-

exploration because she wants to communicate with people. Because if she does not want 

to communicate with other people then why does she need more than one canvas? If an 

artist goes through an exploration of herself during then process of creation of an artwork 

just for herself then one canvas would be enough. She could express her love for her mom 

in a painting then after self-acknowledging it, for Collingwood mission is accomplished. 

Done. Then she can paint over it and express another feeling, maybe anger another time. 

If Collingwood is right then she does not need any other canvas.   

So, I believe that an artist aims to project her emotions and ideas into the future. 

She wants to materialize them in an art form in order to communicate with the rest of the 

world because that is part of the life cycle of the artwork. The artist goes through this 

exploration because she wants to display the existence of her spirit in the appearance of 

an artwork because it is in the nature of the artist that there is a desire that her self is 

shared by others. She aims for the meaning of her self to be part of every self that 

experiences it. That is how her self can reach its universality and be shared by millions of 

viewers who are willing to see the world through her perspective.  

Benjamin says that the author is dead! Which means to talk about authentic 

artwork at the age of mechanical reproduction is meaningless. Benjamin argues that we 

can no longer talk about authenticity in art: 
                                                
3 R.G. Collingwood, “Art As Expression”, in Wartenberg, The Nature of Art. P.126 



“An analysis of art in the age of mechanical reproduction emancipates the work of 
art from its parasitical dependence on ritual. To an ever greater degree the work 
of art reproduced becomes the work of art designed for reproducibility. From a 
photographic negative, for example, one can make any number of prints; to ask 
for the “ authentic” print makes no sense. But the instant the criterion of 
authenticity ceases to be applicable to artistic production; the total function of art 
is reversed. Instead of being based on ritual, it begins to be based on another 
practice-- politics.” 4 
 

He believes that the value of ‘the authentic’ has its bases in the ritual in the artwork’s 

relationship and proximity to the space and time where this ritual took place. Even in the 

secular cults of beauty, prominent during renaissance and the three subsequent centuries, 

viewers valued the authentic artwork for the sake of its ritualistic basis. However, with the 

technological developments used in art, such as photography, film etc, the idea of 

authenticity is de-valued because it was meaningless to ask which one of the multiple 

prints was the authentic one among the hundreds we produced from a photographic 

negative. So if the art object is mass-produced, then it may be produced by anyone mass-

producing it and, therefore, not the author. 

 I argue, on the other hand, that it is the reciprocal relationship between the artist’s-self 

and the artwork during the process of creation that makes the art-object special. The 

reflective stage is always there whether the art-object is mechanically reproduced later on 

or not. It is this first stage of embodying the idea and emotion in an art-object that never 

existed before makes the art-object the special thing that it is. It is the union of a self with 

matter, which helps the artist to project herself into the future, and makes the art-object 

what it is. This special relationship between the artist and the object never gets lost 

because it always exists in the process of the creation of an art-object. Without this special 

reciprocal relationship no art-object is created. 

                                                
4 Benjamin,” Art as Auratic”, in Wartenberg, The Nature of Art p.177 



What is the reciprocal relationship theory of art that I used to argue against 

Collingwood and Benjamin?  

The reciprocal relationship! theory of art defines art as a series of relationships. 

The first relationship is between the artist and the artwork and it has two components:  

A-Artist is the maker of the artwork.  

B-Artist is the receiver of the artwork.  

These two relationships co-exist simultaneously.  

The second relationship is between the artwork and the viewer.5 The first one is lexically 

prior to the second one since without the former relationship there is no artwork to be 

produced, however the latter is extremely important in terms of testing the artwork. I 

believe we need both. The reciprocal theory elucidates that art did not lose its 

authenticity, and is more than just self-acknowledgement. How does it do that? 

 
I would like to expound on the first relationship, first which is:  

The relationship between the artist’s self and the artwork: 

The artist is simultaneously both maker and receiver of the work. This 

relationship between the artist’s self and the artwork defines the process of creation and 

the nature of the artwork. This is a special relationship because, as a result of it, the 

artwork becomes an embodiment of the artist’s ideas and emotions.  According to Dewey, 

“The artist embodies in him/herself the attitude of the perceiver while creating the 

work,”6 being influenced by it (consciously or unconsciously) as any perceiver of an 

artwork would be, but then she is also working on it.   

                                                
5 'the expert �viewer' as Hume defines it 
6 Dewey, “Art as Experience” in Wartenberg, The Nature of Art, p: 145 



This is sort of like a chain reaction that starts at the moment of creation. The 

artwork is becoming part of who the artist is and the artist is becoming part of the 

artwork.   

This relationship continues until the artist is satisfied with the result. If the artwork 

embodies her intended emotions and ideas then it is complete.  

I take this reciprocal relationship between the self of the artist and the artwork to be ‘the 

origin of art’.7 It is a unique relationship because the artist is dealing with infinite 

numbers of possibilities of form and structure during a dynamic, conflicting or 

harmonious relationship between the mind and the body. This act reveals the 

“concealed” because this process of creation described as  reciprocal relationship dwells 

within an existential place between being and non-being. 

So, in short, an art-object is  Hegel’s ‘place of becoming’8. This active reciprocal 

relationship is the origin of art. I understand the origin as Heidegger means it, which is the 

source of the nature of a thing.  

The place of becoming is a moment of transition for the self. The self transcends its 

past-being to the future when the artist pulls everything she can from her past 

experiences, memories, dreams and desires to germinate an emotion on the canvas for 

example.  Once the idea and its associated emotions find an existence through the 

medium, be it painting, sculpture, video film, computer generated art, music or poetry, a 

                                                
7 I use the word origin as Heidegger defines it in the following: “ Origin here means that from by which 
something is what it is and as it is. What something is, as it is, we call its essence or nature. The origin of 
something is the source of its nature. The origin concerning the origin of the work of art asks about the 
origin of its nature. On the usual view, the work arises out of and by means of the activity of the artist 
(Heidegger,“The origin of the work of art: Martin Heidegger, in Wartenberg. On the Nature of Art. P: 152) 
8 This process can be explained as trying to grasp a moment of  “a harmonious synthesis of mind and the 
body which will be the embodiment of the spirit”8 or as “a dynamic relationship between the mind and the 
body”8. Hegel, “Art as the Ideal,” in Wartenberg’s  The Nature of Art. P: 73 



dialogue starts between the art-object-to-be and the artist’s self in relation to these 

germinating ideas and emotions.  

During creation, the self keeps perception in the past, in the present and in the 

future simultaneously. Past memories, experiences and aesthetics guide the heart and the 

hand while the eyes explore and finally decide on the right movements of color or lines in 

the example of paintings, which would communicate the embodied emotion to the 

viewer. The object produced as a result of this reciprocal relationship is where the “purely 

external and purely internal coincide”.  If the purely external and the purely internal do 

coincide in an object, then the experience of that object is vastly different from experiencing 

an object per se. This experience can only be lived through an art-object.  The artist’s self-

exploration has materialized a genuine piece of artwork because the work now has the 

capacity to invoke intended ideas and feelings of the creator in others. Hence the artwork 

has become a vehicle of communication.  

However, self-exploration is not linear or easy as pie! During self-exploration, the 

artist’s-self, which is an idea and/or emotion that needs to be projected into the future, 9 is 

searching for genuine expression. The struggle for genuine expression emerges out of the 

indeterminate and abstract phenomena of the self. The artist’s-self cannot manifest itself as a 

painting or art object if the artist fails to arrive at a state of self-acknowledgment and self-

perception whereby there is a perfect balance of inner and outer harmony. Once Hegel’s 

“harmonious unity of form and content”10 has been attained, the artist’s-self finds its so 

called ‘external shape’11 and gives itself its own structure, adequate to its ‘outer 

                                                
9 as an idea and an emotion that needs to be projected into the future 
10 “Art as the Ideal,”Hegel, in Wartenberg,The Nature of Art, p: 81 
11 ibid. 



appearance’.12  This outer appearance will restrict it to an absolute reality in a visual or sensual 

format as an art form. This relationship is the origin of the artwork.  

After the moment of creation, matter ends up becoming something that it was not 

before. It gains new form and structure. It becomes a new experience-maker for the viewer. 

The art-object, therefore, is something new and unexpected. It is something that reveals 

the self of the artist to herself due to this reciprocal relationship. Perhaps even the artist 

was not aware of her new-projected-self before the creation of the art.  

The images below are samples from my work I am attempting the procedure 

described above, pulling from memories of a demonstration I participated years ago, 

while I was painting in my studio. The faces and eyes of mothers were in my mind’s eye. 

Past memories and fears of future anticipated deaths, war’s inhumanity and my current 

feelings about war all were projected on to the canvas as I painted. Once these emotions 

were processed, I decided their future form and structure. The moment of production 

was a combination of the past, the present and the future. 

       

So now we move on to the second relationship of the reciprocal theory of art, which is 

The Relationship between the expert viewer and the artwork: 

                                                
12 ibid. 



The relationship between the expert-viewer and the artwork is just as important as 

the relationship between the artist and the artwork. The artist, with a pleasant surprise, 

may find that the art-work embodies more than she intended because the expert viewer 

ends up finding the artist’s-self13 in addition to new emotions due to his or her own 

associations of meaning and memories. These new findings in the art-work enrich its 

meaning.  They also testify to the fact that once the art-object is exhibited, the artist no 

longer has a privileged relationship to determine its meaning. Its meaning becomes 

public. The expert viewer is a fictional character based on reality. He has the knowledge, 

experience and the expertise about art to know what genuine artwork is. This fictional 

character is a combination of qualities that art critiques, connoisseurs, curators, art 

historians, and other artists possess. The expert viewer knows the general theories of art, 

color, composition, art history, aesthetics, and had experienced art in person in many 

occasions and has sharpened senses like wine connoisseurs. 14’Therefore, expert viewers’ 

own self has as much to say about the meaning of the artwork and its influence on him as 

the artist herself.  

  When exhibited, an artwork becomes an invitation to the viewer to explore a new 

world, to become immersed in a new perception. It is a call to see the world through the 

artist’s eyes. One may choose to explore it or not. One may agree with it or not. If a piece 

of artwork is successful, then it absorbs the viewer into its world and offers her a new 

experience that she can only experience through an artwork. If it is not successful, it fails 

to grasp the viewer’s interest and fails to communicate anything. Such a thing is not an 

artwork but an ordinary object then. In summation, we cannot disregard the relationship 

                                                
13 her intended ideas/ emotions 
 



between the artist and the artwork or the viewer and the artwork; we need both when we 

define an artwork. 

Let me briefly summarize what I did in this essay again: 

I said:  

The reciprocal relationship! theory of art defines art as a series of relationships. 

The first relationship is between the artist and the artwork and it has two components:  

A-Artist is the maker of the artwork.  

B-Artist is the receiver of the artwork.  

These two relationships co-exist simultaneously.  

The second relationship is between the artwork and the viewer.15 The first one is 

lexically prior to the second one since without the former relationship there is no artwork 

to be produced, however the latter is extremely important in terms of testing the artwork. I 

believe we need both. The reciprocal theory elucidates that art did not lose its 

authenticity, and is more than just self-acknowledgement. 

Using this theory, I argued against Collingwood’s claim that the viewer is 

incidental in art. I said art is not only about self-acknowledgement but also about 

communication. Communication is not incidental but essential in art. 

As I explained in the reciprocal theory of art, during the moment of becoming an artist 

goes through an exploration of herself. I think there is an aim to this exploration. An artist 

aims to project her emotions and ideas into the future. She wants to materialize them in 

an art form in order to communicate with the rest of the world. The artist is seeking her 

self’s universality by projecting the self into to the future in order to communicate with 

the audience in the form of art. Simultaneously, the artist is seeking universality, by 

                                                
15 'the expert �viewer' as Hume defines it 



acknowledging the self and presenting it to the universe to communicate its emotions and 

ideas. She aims for the meaning of her self to be part of every self that experiences it. 

That is how her self can reach its universality and be shared by millions of viewers who 

are willing to see the world through her perspective. 

 

Using this theory I also argued against Benjamin’s claim that the author is dead! 

I said that it is the reciprocal relationship between the artist’s-self and the artwork 

during the process of creation that makes the art-object special. The reflective stage is 

always there whether the art-object is mechanically reproduced later on or not. It is this 

first stage of embodying the idea and emotion in an art-object that never existed before 

that makes the art-object the special thing that it is. It is the union of a self with matter, 

which helps the artist to project herself into the future, and makes the art-object what it is. 

This special relationship between the artist and the object never gets lost because it always 

exists in the process of the creation of an art-object. Without it no art-object is created. It cannot 

be defined as only the authentic touch of the artist’s hand to the object. It can only be 

explained as the whole process of creation of the concept and the visualization of the 

emotion and the concept in an object. Thus, authenticity is not in the hand of the artist but in the 

reciprocal relationship between the artist and the art-object. Art can be done virtually on the 

Internet, via video camera, by interactive computers and robots between the continents 

or by a paintbrush. The intercontinental performance piece designed by Kelli 

Dipple16and Douglass Davis’s Elecronic Hokkadim17, an art project called Interactions 

                                                
16 http://www.digitalworlds.ufl.edu/news/2002/02_10_10/02_10_10.htm (She developed a multi-sited event for the 
Access Grid – linking between Gainesville (US), Manchester(UK) and Sydney(Australia). This collaborative work 
with Digital Worlds investigates the distribution of live performance and screen culture across networks, the impact of 
distribution on narrative and form and the integration of these technologies into cultural venues.) 



and The World’s First Collaborative Sentence 18 can be given as examples. (Some of you 

may already be familiar with these websites; otherwise I can provide them later to 

whoever is interested.) The reciprocal relationship always remains. It is not static. 

Therefore, authenticity in art prevails since the reciprocal relationship between the 

artwork and the artist’s-self still remains open ended and intact. 

Hence, once the first relationship between the artist and the artwork during the 

creation of the art-object is complete, mass reproduction does not decrease artwork’s 

authenticity because the first relationship will obtain the formation of its concept and 

form. The reproduction of the previously contemplated form and structure will contribute 

to the dissemination of the idea and emotion found in the artwork. This will help the 

second relationship, which we defined earlier as the relationship between the artwork and 

the expert viewer. This second relationship helps the artwork get tested. So mass 

reproduction is also an important component of the second relationship. It is to be shared 

and universalized through reproduction so that it can fulfill the idea of reaching its 

universality. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                            
17 http://www.eai.org/kinetic/ch2/opencircuits/electric.html 
18 http://math240.lehman.cuny.edu.art 


